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Trumpet mouthpiece guide



There is a huge variety of different mouth-poisoners available on the market today, as wide and diverse as the range of players who use them. While at first glance this may seem daunting, there are certain tried-and-tested models that can be found in any genre. Before you invest in a new mouth note,
make sure you know why you're changing. Did your teacher recommend a change? Do you play a different genre of music? Remember that while the right mouth job will help your development, no mouth note is a magic bullet that will automatically turn you into the player you want to be, so make sure
you're sure you'll change before parting with cash! Below I listed some common models of mouths. Before we look at them, here's a quick primer on some jargon mouth job: The depth of the cup A deeper cup will generally produce a louder, darker sound while a shallow cup will give the player a lighter,
cut sound. The diameter of the cup A larger cup will increase the volume of the sound and facilitate control while a smaller cup will alleviate fatigue, improving stamina. Sizing Different brands use different size systems to describe the size and depth of the cup (and occasionally other parts of the mouth
name such as the width and shape of the hoop, throat size, etc.) Vincent Bach's size is the diameter of the cup (the smaller the number, the larger the diameter of the cup) followed by the depth of the cup (And being the deepest, the F is the most heinous). Other oral companies will label their mouths
differently, but sizes are often compared to their closest equivalent vincent bach size. Quick note about trying lips If you're trying new mouths, warm up on the current model first. In this way, you will be able to make the best comparison. It's also useful to have someone else whose musical judgment you
trust with you if anyone is possible. To listen to you play every different mouth note from a distance. The sound of the poisoning on the other side of the room will be different from how it appears from the perspective of the player. With all this in mind, the mouths themselves! Vincent Bach 7C – If you have
Vincent Bach, this will be the mouthguard involved. It's a good size for beginners to start with because the diameter and depth of the cup are in the middle of the range. Not too big or small. This does not mean that 7C is exclusively for beginners, because many different types of players use this mouth
note. However, as you progress with gaming, you may find that your needs are changing. Sonata 7C – Sonata version 7C is included in our sonata trumpet model and offers great value for money. If you want a 7C brass mouth job to use with your pTrumpet, this is a great choice. Vincent Bach 5C and
Vincent Bach 3C – They have a larger cup diameter of 7C and like 7C, both sizes are extremely popular with many different types of players. PTrumpet comes with a plastic version of each of these sizes so you can choose It's more comfortable. Big and Daring- Vincent Bach 1 1/4C and Vincent Bach 1
1/2C – Even bigger Dimeter Cup. These lips are capable of producing a loud, dark sound. Players with larger lips of this size may be more comfortable, and will also suit players looking for a strong, symphotic tone. Lead Trumpet Mouthpieces- These sizes are often used by leading trumpet players in big
band and commercial applications to produce a very cut, bright sound and help by playing in the top register. Most apps won't call for anything this extreme and some leading trumpet players are known to use deeper mouths. My favorite player game X mouth, should I play one? may be. When choosing a
mouth note, it is important to take into account your own needs. Since everyone's embouchure, tooth formation, playing style and many other factors are different, a mouthful that suits your favorite player could be completely inappropriate for you. However, if their sound is close to the sound you want to
make on the instrument, it's worth trying it out if possible or considering which aspects of mouth design help them produce that sound. Remember that the mouthpiece is only part of the equation - do not underestimate these lips and long tones! Check out our lip range by clicking here! The rotting mouth is
somewhat reminiscent of the interface between the poison and the body, and can have a huge effect on your sound, efficiency and consistency. The main variables in the rot mouth are: The edge Here the mouth is touching your face! As such, it is important that it feels comfortable for you, personally.
When we talk about lip rims, we would generally describe them as 'straight' or 'rounded' - with each shade in between. In general, flatter rims offer more comfort (at the expense of some flexibility) so they are a more common choice for new students. Cup This is a resonant chamber of the mouth and
determines how many lips will be able to vibrate. As such, its diameter is an important factor in the production of sound; Shallow cup generally allows for greater control and a lighter tone, while a deep cup will produce a darker tone. Traditionally rotten have used a large cup for classical and orchestral
playing and small mugs for jazz or commercial playing - but of course there are exceptions to the rule. In general, a shallower cup also requires less effort from players and, as such, is a more common choice for novice tru. Throat This is the width of the opening at the bottom of the cup and, as such,
controls how the air will fare. Because of this, it can have a huge effect on sound production, with a larger throat that helps with a large, open sound, while a smaller throat creates more pressure and helps maintain these high notes! Backbore Backbore is part of the rot of the lips where the throat begins to
expand. This affects how the air moves from instrument and its shape can have a major impact on the production of tones. Different brands of rotting lips have different terminology, but basically an open background helps in the lower range, while a smaller, narrow backbore provides greater resistance to
support the upper accordions. How to choose a mouthless trumpet for jazz Most novice trumpets play the mouth note they are given, or that comes with their instrument, until they or their teacher decide they have 'outgrown' it. If you're a beginner, choosing a classic mouth job with an 'all round' sound is a
safe place to start. After that, it's a case of figuring out which mouthme is right for you, personally. This can include a mixture of research - looking at sets from your favorite players - and trying out different mouths to see how they feel. Think of it as a pair of running shoes: copying the brand and size of the
running shoes Usain Bolt uses will probably ensure you buy a quality sprinting shoe, but that doesn't mean it will fit you great and make you as fast as him! When looking for mouths, you need to find one that fits your facial/tooth structure to make sure your teeth don't dig into your lip outside the line. When
testing a new mouth note for playing jazz, it is important to play various melodies and basic exercises. Start playing quietly and in the middle register, then increase the volume little by little, try different articulations and styles and see if you are attracted to a particular way of playing on that mouth. Of
course, if you're exploring cup depths and backgrounds, but don't let it affect your decision: think about the sound you want to make and whether this mouth note helps achieve that. For me, as soon as I find one that just makes me want to play and excites me for expressing myself, it's usually a good sign
that it's making a real sound and I'm not aware of any discomfort. Then I take it to a gig and try it, because everything can change once you get into the band stand! – Freddie Gavita, British jazz tamanik The best lips of jazz trumpets (and who played them!) Honk players love to talk about mouths and
other rots! So it's no shock that when we hear someone playing incredible jazz effort, we want to find out what equipment they're using, buy it and hope we sound like that person now. While this is of course not so simple, finding out which of your favorite players uses which mouth and horn is a good start
in achieving the sound you want. If you look through the 100-year history of jazz trumpets, you can spot some interesting trends and a slow shift from less equipment with more high-speed resistance with less. One theory is that the development of live sound engineering, microphones and recording
equipment has changed things; that brighter sound conveyed by the rest of the band is less important now than in years gone by. Today we see jazz players burying ring the microphone to get a warm, smokey sound; The larger mouth note generally gets you a darker sound. Trumpets are notorious for
chopping and changing, but interestingly, the swing and bop era jazzists seemed to stick to mouths and change the horn instead. While most mouth trumpets come in a range of sizes, overall brands tend to have their own specific characteristics. That's what makes these next trumpet mouthpiece creators
recognizable and sought after piece of equipment they are! Vincent Bach oral speeches Different eras in jazz may have invited changes in playing styles, but one brand remained throughout! Vincent Bach is one of the great brass innovators, producing standard trumpets and mouthmings since the early
20th century. Vincent Bach's mouths are used by almost every famous jazz trumpener at some point in his career, including, to name a few: As you can see, there are many different players with very different sounds, all playing on Bach lips. As such, they are more high-quality blank canvas compared to
others that have a strongly recognizable effect on your sound. The best all-round jazz trumpet mouthpipe – Bach 3C You'll hardly find a better full round mouthguard than Bach 3C - it's probably the most common size and is used by players in a wide range of styles, so if you want one mouth note that you
can play New Orleans, big band, be-bop, contemporary music and more, that's one. It is also available as a 'Megatone' model, with more added mass, which can make trumpet slots feel a little safer. Sale Bach Trubit Mouth 3C Medium Cup Depth16.3 mm DiameterMedium Wide RimAllows for a Larger
RangeGreat for Medium to Advanced... Best for beginners - 5C Bach's lips are great value and often work well - in sizes like 5c, 6c or 7c - as the initial tama mouth. They will allow you to create the sound you want, not the sound that the mouth note wants you to have! Sale Bach Trumpet Mouthpiece 5C
Medium cup depth16.26 mm cup diameterMedium-wide, well-rounded rimAllows for a larger rangeGreat for middle players Anecdotally, Vincent Bach's mouth have some limitations with tweaks and consistency compared to some of today's high-tech CNC manufactured mouthpieces, but they are a great,
comfortable, proven option. Heim mouths up In the mid-'50s, Miles Davis (probably one of the only jazz trumpeter we haven't seen using Bach!) moved on to his Heim mouth job. He had a tight hoop with a deep V cup that helped him create the super dark sound of the rotten reaper he's known for. A lot of
Miles Davis fans, including Wallace Roney and Enrico Rava, have also played, and they really help you get that sound. On the negative side, these mouths are hard to find, and they are often in poor condition these days. If your goal is to make that dark Miles Davis sound on your trumpet, you're doing
your best. Look for alternative mouth names with that deep V-shaped cup. Any trumpet mouth you can find with a more flugel/cornet-style V cup will help you get closer; Bach 7 is a good example of this! Monette Mouthpieces The emergence of Dave Monette's brand in the mid-'80s was a game changer
for playing jazz rotten. No one's ever put a mouth job like this before, and getting Wynton Marsalis' world class aside was a masterstroke! Wynton was the first of many to move from Bach's mouth job to Monette, followed in the 1990s by stars of jazz trumpets such as Ingrid Jenson, Ryan Kisor, Roy
Hargrove, Nicholas Payton and Jeremy Pelt. Monette lips have big throats that keep your sound full. They can take a lot of air, but require great support and effective technique to get the most out of them. The rims are very comfortable, have at their disposal various depths of cups, and are preferred by
many modern jazzists because they allow bending and moving sound everywhere. Unless you are already playing monette trumpet, we suggest you choose the STC-1 series of weight and either B6 (near Bach 3C) or B2 (near Bach 1C). The new Resonance models are a big step forward, but at a much
higher price than Bach, perhaps not the most accessible player on arrival. If you're an advanced trumpet player, this one must have been tried! If you start listening, you'll always be able to tell when someone's playing Monette. They usually have it because they want to sound like Wynton! Al Cass during
the '30s and '40s, Al Cass mouths are all the rage. Harry 'Sweets' Edison, Roy Eldrige, Dizzy Gillespie, Howard McGhee, Red Rodney and Blue Mitchell can be heard on them, and the characteristics are there to hear! You get a bright, exciting sound with a really aggressive attack from these mouths, and
they clearly help you hear you through a big band! They don't necessarily help you play more than you already can, but they can help strengthen your current range. With a shallow mouthpiece you need to make sure you allow extra resistance to do some of the work for you, so if you're trying something
like this, make sure you don't smoke as hard as usual! These lips are similar to Heim because they don't really play much anymore. Marcinkiewicz For a reasonable price, you can get similar characteristics from the Marcinkiewicz brand, especially the Bobby Shew model. Shew seems to be universally
quite comfortable and opposes the rule of just buying a mouth note because it was developed by a particular player! Giardinelli Another producer popular with jazz and commercial players from the 20th century is Giardinelli... and they are still available! It's played by real trumpet heroes like Derek Watkins,
Tony Fisher, Bill Chase and Maynard Ferguson, they're popular with the more commercial end of the jazz spectrum, and were used by some guy named Louis Armstrong. NEXT:10 best jazz trumpets of all time Closing arguments: Your next mouth of jazz trumpets Using the sounds of your favorite jazz
trumpets is useful as a guide to equipment, but ultimately it's up to you to choose one that's comfortable and allows you to make the sound you want to make. The good news is that there is a huge range of large mouths out there, for every possible style you might want. Mouthpiece making has improved
dramatically over the past 30 years, with some big names hitting the market and staying there. Manufacturers such as Monette, Gary Radke, Antonio Rapacciulo, Harrelson and Austin Custom Brass have come up with great innovations such as computer-guided cutting tools, a permanent pitch center,
adjustable mouths and a complex series of game tests to help you choose the right one! And, in addition, there are still legendary vintage brands that produce excellent mouths in 2020. We hope that this guide was useful and feel free to publish all the questions below. All our articles related to jazz music
of all styles can be found here. Here.
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